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PREFACE 
This study is concerned with the· shortage of registered nurses in f 
Oklahoma and seeks to determine the extent to which.selected socio- ) 
econom:j.c factors underlie the efficient utilization of nt1,rsing manpower 
-..,.,___ ••". -- ., . -, ... , .. 
in- the state.. The problem focus,es on .attracting. more individuals to 
pursue m,irsing careers, activating the· inactive registered nl;lrses, and 
maintaining the current work force, 
In view.of the many demands made upon her, the rewards a nurse re-
. ----·-·-·· ----· ··-·---···~---- ------- .... ,. ~--·· -·· .. ······· 
ceives are meager and far from appropriate. This is .the basis of the 
.. --· ...... _ ._. _______ . ,., ........ :-:--··~-----··-·-. 
shortage problem. it should be approached in terms of what can be done 
about it, rather than·the mere realization that the demand for nurses 
far exceeds the supply. Th.ere is·no reason why a great nation such as 
ours cannot achieve higher standards of health service for all the 
people. 
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and Sister Mary Clara, supervisor of child-care facilities at St. John's 
Hospital for their professional assistance and the registered nurses 
throughout Major, Payne, Stephens, and Tulsa counties who participated 
in my survey. I wish to e~press my appreciation to the University's 
Manpower Research and Training Center for providing financial assistance 
and to its Steering Committee for affording me the opportunity to become 
a Manpower Fellow. 
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1 A severe shortage of nurses existsin ot.i.r nation and state today. 
The population increase has strained health care services out of pro-
portion to the increased numbers because the very young and the very 
old have the greatest needs for services. Nursing is the foundation of 
these services; it is the most universally used, and it is required on 
a more intensive basis over a longer period of time than any other 
single kind of health care. 2 Although the number of active registered 
nurses has increased each year,. the rate of increase has been declining. 
Only about one-half of all licensed registered nurses are practicing, 
d f h . 1 f h k . b · 3 an o t ese approximate y one- ourt wor on a part-time asis. 
Oklahoma's ratio of active registered nurses per 100,000 population was 
228 in 1967, which compares with.the national ratio of 325 per 100,000 
population and the minimum recommended ratio of 300per 100,000 
1u. S., Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health 
Service, Toward Quality in Nursing, Public Health Service· Publication 
No. 992 (Washington, D. C,: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1963), 
p. 3. 
2u. S., Department of Health, EducationLand :Welfare, Public Health 
Service, Nurse Training Act of 1964, Program Review Report, Pub lie 
Health Service Publication No. 1740 (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1967), p, 9; 
3Ibid., p. 11. 
1 
2 
1 . 4 popu at1.on. In the face of this existing shortage of nursing personnel 
the most careful and thorough manpower planning is re8.uired to marshal 
all resources to meet present and future nursing needs. 
Although the shortage problem is recognized both on a national and 
state-wide basis, few studies have been directed toward investigating 
the reasons for this shortage. No study of this nature has occurred in 
Oklahoma. 
The Purpose 
The major objective of this study was to determine the major socio-
economic factors underlying the utilization of women workers as regis-
tered nurses practicing nursing or s~eking employme.nt in nursing, regis-
tered nurses employed in some other occupation, and registered nurses 
not employed, I have attempted to relate questionnaire responses from 
nurses in each of these categories to the utilization of female regis-
tered nurses in Oklahoma. 
Registered nurses may be divided into three groups: degree nurses, 
who are graduates of four-year college progr11mJ, some of whom pursue 
graduate study; diploma nurses, who are graduates of three-year hospital 
programs; and associate degree nurses, who are graduates of two-year 
junior college programs. This study includes all three groups. 
Research Questions 
The President's Commission on the Status of Women, which was estab-
lished in 1961 to study the problems affecting women's role in. the 
4American Nurses' Association, Facts About Nursing, 1966 (New York: 
American Nurses 1 Association, 1966), p. 9. 
economic, political, and cultural life of the Nation, was particularly 
concerned with ways in which the abilities and talents of women could 
be used to the maximum. 5 Women may be limited by social customs and 
3 
tradition in their choice of life patterns and in their preparation for 
them. Opportunities for part-time employment are very important to 
women workers. It may enable them to combine their role of wife and 
mother with that of worker so that they may contribute to the family 
income, broaden their interests outside the home, and keep intact their 
work skills. It is on this basis and the review of the literature that 
I have formulated the following research questions: 
(1) Woul~rt-time em.12loyment help incre2~the supply of regis-
tively in their dual roles of homemaker and professional? 
(2) 112..J:._he factors underlying the utilization of registered 
nurses incl,ude county of residence, marital status, i!Se, family respon-
sibili ti~s I child-care expenses, husband I s income level 1 salary 2 hours, 
J:l~"fj'!tive duti.es, type of certificate,_ need for refresher courses, 
These research questions represent issues of primary concern to 
those considering nursing as a profession and to inactive nurses plan-
ning to return to work. Through the analysis of data collected in this 
study, I shall be able to determine the extent to which more part-time 
employment in nursing and improvements in those selected factors which 
5u. S., Department of Labor, Women 1 s Bureau, Underutilization.of 
Women Workers (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 
1967), foreword. 
4 
lend themselves to change_might alleviate the shortage of registered 
nurses in Oklahoma. 
Procedures 
The study :was limited to a· random sample of licensed registered 
nurses as.of December 31, 1967, in the counties of Major, Payne,, 
Ste~hens, and Tulsa. These counties were selected because, on a popu-
lation basis, they represent a cross-section of urban, semi-rural, and 
rural segments of the Oklahoma economy. Three ~pttii,ties were,,I'artdomly 
selected using 1960 Census .2! Population figures. The criteria employed 
in. selecting. the categories were: . less than 25 per ceI).t rura:l popula-
.. tion; ur.ban; from 25 per cent to 50 per cent rural population, · semi-
:. ·.1. •. 
rural; and over 50 per cent rural population, rural.· Payne County was 
selected because of the unique characteristics displayed by a university 
community. 
Interviews were conducted with. the Administrators and Dire.ctors of 
Nursing of the largest6 hospital in each of these counties, with the 
7 exception of Payne County,· because of the employmeI).t potential they 
represent. The hospitals :j.nvolved include Fairview Hospital, Major 
County; Stillwater Municipal Hospital, Payne County; _Medical Center 
Hospitals Incorporated, Stephens CoUI1ty; and St .. John's Hospital, Tulsa 
County. A questionnaire8 was designed on the basis of these interviews 
6 The largest hospitals were detertnined by bed number according.to 
the Membership of Oklahoma_Hospital Association, 1968. 
7cushingHospital is the largest in Payne County; Stillwater was 
selected.because of the university community located 'therein. 
8.Appendix B, 
5 
and related information. This instrument was mailed to 828 licensed 
registered nurses, with a response of 44 per cent. The geographic bias 
of the nonrespondents was checked, and no significant difference was 
detected. The sample was obtained through information collected by the 
Oklahoma.-Health Intelligence Facility under the direction of Dr. Thomas 
C. Points. The questionnaire reported personal data, work patterns, 
opinions as to nursing in general, employment status, and income infor-
mation, as well as rea$ons for practicing nursing or not practicing, 
factors which might encourage those not working in nursing to return, 
and a ranking by each registered nurse working in nursing as to the 
three most important factors affecting the shortage. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A shortage, in the sense of an excess of demand over supply, exists 
in the field of nursing today. This is the normal concomitant of a 
price rise. In nursing, however, there has been a lag in the response 
of the wage rate to the increasing demand. 1 It has been suggested that 
several major factors tend to produce and perpetuate the nursing 
2 
shortage. Among these the most pertinent for my purposes are the. de-
clining rate of increase in the supply of nurses and salaries in 
nursing in contrast to those in business and industry.· 
According to the Surgeon General 1 s Consultant Group on Nursing 
(1963), deficiencies in economic incentives for nurses exist as to both 
1 . d f' . b f" 3 sa ar1es an r1nge ene its. Nursing does not compare favorably in 
this respect with other careers requiring equivalent capabilities and 
education; salaries of hospital staff nurses are lower, on the average, 
than those of secretaries, and nurses on the whole do not fare as well 
· 1Thomas Hale, Jr., ''Why the Nursing Supply is Failing to Meet the 
Demand," ~Ih.£ Modern Hospit..§1, XCV (September, 1960), p. 101. 
2Ibid, 
3 
U, S,, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Toward 
Quality in Nursing, pp. 31-32, 
6 
as other employees with respect to unemployment compensation, health 
insurance, and retirement benefits. 4 
7 
Evelyn Moses (1965) notes that "nursing:salaries today are far be-
low those·of other professional occup1;1tions, 115 and Ruth Carson points 
out that nursing is "one of the lowest-paying, hardest-working jobs t9 
which a woman can aspire. 116 She compares the following national salary 
averages to support her statemet1t: 
Teacher ..• 
Secretary 
General duty nurse .. 
• $6.,235 
. • $5, 170 
7 .$4,500 
This.certainly adversely affects the recruitment into the·professi=on 
and almost negates.efforts being made to attract inactive nurses back 
into practice. 
,. 
The Inactive Nurse 
The inactive nurse is viewed as a potential source for alleviating 
the shortage. The 1966 Inventory of Registered Nursesit1dicates that 
in 1966, 909,131 registered nurses held licenses to practice. 8 Of that 
total, 593,694, or 65.3 per cent, were employed in nursing; 285,791, or 
5Evelyn Moses, "Nursing's Economic Plight," American Journal of 
Nursing, XLV (January, 1965), p. 71. 
6 Ruth Carson, How We Can Get the Nurses We Need, Public Affairs 
Pamphlet No. 385 (New York: Public Affairs Conunittee, .. 1966), p. 9. 
7Ibid. 
8American Nurses' Association, Facts _About Nursing, .!.2.§J! (New 
York: American Nurses' Association, 1968), p. 7. 
8 
31.4 per cent, were net; and 29,646, er 3.3 per cent, failed ta indicate 
9 their employment status. The majority were married and under 39 years 
- 10 -of age. Perhaps many of those women not working·in nurdng would re-
turn.if the economic rewards made working a worthwhile ventµre. 
Donald Yett (1965) points to.one factor--family responsibilities--
as being especially important in primarily female-occupations such as 
. 11 nursing. 
The expense of hiring someone to keep house and mind the 
children may reduce the effective earnings of young women 
so.much-that they would be willing-to work o.nly at very 
high nominal salaries .12 · · 
Barker and Staton (1965), in a study of inactive ·m,irses .. in l<,entucky, 
find that responses to a question inquiring as to the primary reason for 
' inactivity differ among those planning not to return to nursing, those 
planning to.return, and those who are uncertain. 13 Of most interest in 
terms of reactivating nurse manpower is the concern for care of small 
children among the nurses who do plan ta return and even among the 
nurses who are uncertain about future plans. The responses indicate 
that nurses are conscious of husband and children; the top three reasons 
in all groups include the husband's preference that the wife not work 
14 and the nurse's preference for the homemaker role. 
9Ibid. 
lOibid. 
11 Donald Yett, "'Ihe Supply of Nurses: An Ec_onomists 's View," 
Hospital Progress, X:LV (Fepruary, 1965), p. 90. 
12 Ibid., pp. 90-91. 
13 · Anna E. Barker and Earl E. Staton, "Inactive-Nurses," Public 
Health-Reports, LXXX (July, 1965), p. 641. 
14Ibid. 
9 
In a study of inactive nurses in Dane County, Wisconsin (1966-1967), 
481 nurses were asked to indicate why they were not currently practicing 
nursing. 15 "Family need" is mentioned more than four times as often as 
any other reason given, with "hours" and "need of refresher courses" 
ranking second and third, respectively; "low salary," however,. is men-
. 16 
tioned by.less than 14 per cent of the respondents. Forty-two per 
cent of the nurses responding to the survey indicate an intent to return 
to nursing by 1970~ 17 Of those intending to return, however, nearly 
90 per cent indicate it would be on a part-time·basis. 18 
Platou and Pederson (1966) conducted a study in Minnesota designed 
to answer the question: ''What actions should a hospital take to attract 
R. N.'s not now employed to the hospital setting?1119 They find that a 
number of nurses not working at that time would return to the hospital 
. b O 20 on a part-time asis. Flexible hours and scheduling constitute the 
condition most required by registered nurses if they are to return to 
k . 21 war part-time. Child care and husbands' attitudes are of major con-
cern. The authors conclude that "hospitals are faced with the 
15The Wisconsin State Employment Service in cooperation with the 
Madison League for Nursing,~ Study of Inactive Nurses in~ County, 
Wisconsin, 1966-1967 (Madison: Wisconsin State Employment Service, 
1967), p. 15. 
16Ibid. 
17Ibid., p. 18. 
18Ibid. 
19 
Carl N. Platou and W. Dennis Pederson, "Can More Part-Time.Nurses 
Be Recruited?" Hospitals, XLI (May 16, 1967), p. 77. 
20Ibid. 
21Ibid., p. 72. 
10 
realization that the recruiting potential is limited to part-time nurses 
22 
with another primary role"--homemaker. 
American Nurses 1 Association officials comment in the publication 
Facts About Nursing, .1967 tha,t much of an estimated 3 per cent increase 
in the nurse supply in 1966 was "due to the growth in numbers of part-
time nurses. '123 
Part-time nursing may be the solution to the married nurse's prob-
lem of role conflict, but in a study of the shortage of nurses in 
Vermont, Clark (1964) discovers that "continuity of patients' care was 
·· .. ··.. . .. .. . 24 
being interrupted by the use of many part-time, married ·ri.urs-es." 
Scheduling work in nursing involves problems that are met in. few 
other professions or occupations. Livengood (1965) notes that "nursing, 
being a public service, is a 24-hour, seven-day responsibility that by 
its nature cannot condone 'office hours. 11125 In spite of this need for 
continuous duty, Livengood concludes that a hospital can determine 'ef-
fective ways not only to increase the effective utilization of nursing 
personnel and to provide necessary service. to patients,. but' also to 
give the most equitable leisure time to the n4rsing sta:l;f. 26 
Sister Mary Ann Frances (1965), Director of Nursing Service, 
221·b· d 82 1. .,.p •. 
23American Nurses 1 Association, Facts About Nursing, 1967 (New 
York: AmericanNurses' Association, 1967, p. 7. 
24B . . enJam1.n 
Journal of the 
p. 13 2. 
F. Clark, "Solving the Nurse Shortage in Vermont," 
American Medical Association, GLXXXIX (August 24, 1964), 
25Lindsay Livengood, "Planned Shifts Save Nurses and Dollars," 
The Modern Hospital, CIV (February, 1965), p, 101. 
26Ibid. 
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan, states that cyclical 
27 schedules have facilitated the recruitment of nursing personnel. 
We have found that nurses are attracted when they see a con-
crete schedule showing when they will work, when they will 
rotate, and when they will have days off. This is especially 
effective in influencing husbands to allow their wives to 
work.28 
11 
Part-time nurses can be utilized effectively if provision is made 
for a technique for scheduling part-time nurses according to patient 
d f . 29 nee s or nursing care. 
Community concern for the growing demand for registered nurses 
prompted Auburn Community College in New York (1967) to. review its role 
in the continuing education of inactive registered nurses. 30 A five-
week program was established for nurses who were licensed or eligible 
for licensure as a registered nurse in New York State, and who had been 
inactive for a period of five or more years. Emphasis was placed on 
"reactivation of skills and knowledge essential to present nursing 
practices. 1131 Six months after completion of the first program, over 
75 per cent of the nurses who participated were actively employed in 
f . . 32 some type o nursing service. 
Reactivating the inactive nurse involves numerous problems. They 
27 sister Mary Ann Frances, "Implementing A Program of Cyclical 
Scheduling of Nursing Personnel," Hospitals, XL (July 16, 1966),. p. 108. 
28Ibid . , . p. 125. 
29Ibid. 
30shirley H. Berwind, "The Community College and the :(nactive 
Nurse," Occupational Education Bulletin, III (November 15, 1968), p. 3. 
31Ibid. 
32Ibid., p. 5. 
12 
do, however, represent an existing pool of trained nurses and a potential 
source of recruitment. 
The Active Nurse 
According to a recent survey conducted by RN magazine (1968), the 
majority of nurses work in nursing because they want to serve others; 
33 relatively few give a dollars-and-cents reason. Questionnaires were 
sent to 3,500 RN readers; 1,000 registered nurses responded. Fifty-
eight per cent of the full-time nurses that responded are married, and 
56 per cent of the full-time nurses have children of nursery and/or 
34 grammar school age. Most of them work a forty-hour week, but "even 
when judged by the basic salary goal set by the American Nurses' Associ-
ation in 1966 ($6,500 starting pay), the salaries of most nurses today 
are inadequate. 1135 
The active nurse serves as a guide to developing measures for at-
tracting individuals into the profession. These women are strongly 
motivated toward helping others. They become discouraged, of course, 
when they are forced to face continuing problems of low pay, poor work-
ing conditions, paper work, and friction between subordinates and supe-
riors.36 They are., however, courageous in speaking out against in-
d . d . . . d . · · h h 37 a equacies an in.Justices, an in attempting to rig t t em. 
33christopher A. Weber, "R. N. Surve.y--The Nurse Today,IIRN, XXXI 
(July, 1968), p. 37. 
34Ibid. , p . 43 . 
35Ibid. , p. 36. 
36Ibid. , p. 40. 
37 Ibid. 
13 
Registered nurses are an essential link in the chain of health 
services. Effective utilization of existing nursing resources in con-
junction with a growing awareness of the need to relate nursing to 




ANALYSIS OF FACTORS UNDERLYING THE 
UTILIZATION OF REGISTERED NURSES 
The population of licensed registered nurses is composed of two 
distinct groups: those working.in nursing and those not working in 
nursing. The latter group may be further divided into four subgroups: 
those not working, but seeking employment in nursing; those working at 
something else; those not working, but seeking employment in something 
else; and those not working and not seeking employment.· The instrument1 
employed in this survey was designed to elicit responses of the group 
in total to general questions pertaining to nursing as well as questions 
directed toward each of the individual group classifications •. It was 
assumed that those working in nursing and those not working, but seeking 
employment in nursing.would have.similar views regarding nursing and 
should thus be grouped together. The same assumption was applied to the 
remaining three groups. 
Licensed Registered Nurses 
A total of 361 licensed registered nurses participated in this 
survey. Of that total, 79 per cent were working in nursing; .3 per cent 




working at something else; .3 per cent were not working, but seeking 
employment :i,.n something.else; and 19 per cent were not working and not 
seeking employment. 
Of the total respondents, 1.4 per cent resided in Major County; 
7.2 per cent resided in Payne County; 2.8 per cent resided in Stephens 
County; and 88.6 per cent resided in Tulsa County. The majority of 
these women originally came from rural areas (49.4 per cent), whereas 
29.6 per cent were from metropolitan areas, and 20.9 per cent from urban 
2 areas. Upon completion of their training, 32.1 per cent did return to 
their hometown to practice compared with 67.9 per cent who did not. The 
reasons given for not returning focused on available opportunities in 
the hometown area and husband's occupation. 
Approximately 38 per cent of those responding fell in the 20-35 age 
bracket; 43 per cent fell in the 36-50 age bracket; 18.2 per cent were 
in the 51-65 age category; and 1.4 per cent were 66 and over. 
As to marital status, 79.2 per cent were married; 8.6 per cent 
were single; 6.1 per cent were divorced; 5.3 per cent were widowed; and 
.8 per cent were separated. 
'b. 
Eighty per cent of the total respondents had children. Sixty-six 
per cent of the women with children five and under had at least one 
child in that category; 30 per cent had at least two; and 4 per cent 
had as many as three children five years old or younger. Fifty-nine 
per cent of the women with children aged six to ten years had only one 
child in that category, whereas over 30 per cent had at least two. 
2criteria used to designate these areas were: . 10,000 population 
and under, rural; 10,001-50,000 population, urban; and 50,001 and over, 
metropolitan. 
16 
Sixty-one per cent of the women with children aged eleven ta fifteen 
years had at least one child in that age group, with 34 per cent having 
at least two. The majority of the children were sixteen years old or 
over. Forty-one per cent of the women with children in this category 
had at least one·child sixteen yearsold or over; 36 per cent had at 
least.two; 16 per cent had at least three; and 6 per cent had as many 
as four. Only one respondent had as many as.five·children in this cate-
gory. 
With respect to ye.arly total family income, only .9 per cent of 
the nurses indicated less than $3,000; 9.4 per cent indicated $3,001-
$6,000; 28.2 per cent indicated $6,-001-$9,000; 22 per cent indicated 
$9,001-$12,000; 17.1 per cent indicated $12,001-$15,000; and 22.2 per 
cent indicated $15,000 and over. Forty-four per cent of the women indi-
cated that their husband earned from. 76"" 100 per cent of their to.tal 
family income. 
Of the 361 nurses responding:, 327 hurs~s held a diploma in nursing, 
1 held an associate degree, and 33 he!d baccalaureates ·or better. One 
,--~-·-
hundred eighty-nine. of these nurses received their training in Oklahoma; 
179 received their training outside Oklahoma; and one failed to respond . . : 
to this question. Of those coming from outside the state, most of them 
came from Kansas and Missouri; Pennsylvania, Illinois, and Texas also 
ranked high. One respondent received her training in Canada and one in 
Puerto Rico. Of the nurses who had no degree, 50.2 per cent had taken 
college courses, and 27.8 per cent h~d taken nurse refresher courses. 
The number who had taken refresher co.urses, how~ver, differed signifi-
cantly by age group·(Table I). Ninety per cent of the nurses in the 
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SELECTED CHI SQUARES FOR ALL REGISTERED NURSES 
/' 
Type of Length of 
County Certificate Age Practice 
x2 df * x2 x2 df LS x2 df LS. df LS 
44.856"7 . 27 * 38.8489 18 ** .. \ 
fiT9t- --t NS -·~··· 
4.9252 9 NS 
37 .4821 12 ** 33.0346 18 ** ---------
11.0350 12 NS 26.2824 18 NS 
1.5809 2 NS 8.6751 3 * 
139. 2083 12 ** 19.7850 18 NS 
2.9979 2 NS 35.5265 ... 3 ''**l 
------- ··------~·--·------ ·' 
1.3036 4 NS 
20.1063 15 NS 12.2874 10 NS 11.8584 15 NS 37 .3236 30 
67. 2792 54 * 24.3892 36 NS 56. 2238 54 NS 75.9550 108 
.0126 1 NS 6.2088 3 NS 
] J]T:st 
Monthly Income 
LS x2 df LS 
NS 
NS 
13.4747 9 NS 
Note: For an explanation of Chi Square, see Appendix C. LS* - Level of Signi£icance; *Significant at the .05 level; 




nurses in .the 36-50 age group had not taken refresh~r courses; 52 per 
cent of those in the 51-65 age bracket had taken refresher courses; and 
60 per cent of the nurses 66 and over had taken nurse refresher courses. 
Four per cen~ of all the nurses responding held degrees in some other 
field. Those listed included: music; English; education; home eco-
nomics; social science; public welfare; and biological science. 
The majority of these nurses began their practice in either surgery 
or as general duty nurses, Eighty-eight per cent of the working regis-
tered nurses, however, indicated that they had not remained in their 
initial area of nursing. Only .6 per cent did not practice nursing 
after graduation; 1 .. 4 per cent practiced from 1 to 11 months; 14. 7 per 
cent practiced from·l to 3 years; 17.2 per cent practiced from 4 to 6 
years; 23.7 per cent practiced from 7 to 12 years; 15 per cent practiced 
from 13 to 18 years; and 27.4 per cent practiced for 19 or more years. 
30% ~ ipproximately 30 per cent indicated that their pattern of...J!lQL_~in ursing since graduation had included one majg_~-~ruption. Forty-
Y2% ~. 
wo per cent of all the women stated "had children'' as an explanation 
of this pattern. Twenty-nine per cent of all the nurses indicated that 
their work patterns had been irregular because of family needs .. Seventy-
four per ce.nt of all the nurses indicated that the majority of their 
work life had been full-time work. 
When given a choice of working hours, the great majority preferred 
the 7 a.~.-3 p.m. shift •. 'Tiley were heavily in favor of daytime shifts; 
many preferred working when their children were in school on.a part-
time basis. 
As to personal views.regarding nursing, 53 per cent indicated that 




When asked what they liked least about nursing, (32 )per 
,,..._,,.,.. . .-.... -
-"'':-'\ 
cent felt too mat;i.y demands were made upon them; (~jper cent disliked 
...... ;.,.w·----.,\ 
the hours; and 123 .,~er cent indicated they liked the pay least. . There 
-:'!....- ,., ... c· ~-.,..-,..,~-,·-~·c.,,·.·.· 
was a·si,gnificat1t difference in the response to.this question by cout;1ty 
(Table I). ·The major differences were·between Major and Payne County 
and Stephens County with respect to the feeling that too many demands 
were made upon the nurse. In Major and Payne Counties, 0 per cent and 
5 per cent, respectively, indicated this was what they liked least about 
nursing, whereas 33.3 per cent of the respondents from Stephens County 
selected this answer. There was also a major difference between 
Stephens and Tulsa County with respect to "hours" being what they·liked 
least about nursing: 0 per cent in Stephens County indicated they 
liked hours least; 27.8 per cent in Tulsa County indicated the hours 
were what they liked least about nursing. Ninety-,peven"peL c,ent.N.feLt 
that supervisory techniques, as they perJ:ain.J:q, .. "sJ.1,pervisor-nurse rela-
----~ ... -_ ... '"<'"'-"~""'""'~"'=· ''" ·.c. ... -•• .,,0,,_.,.._,.,s.·,,·0-, .,~·,·+r,.;.c,~ .. ;.c::J.,_;:~:~:,7..,.,_q~,.n.N-\T',>.!'1i,<i'..".":\., ,<?.,£<),.•(•':e,t.;·w.·-" '-"" ~, __ ,, · .... ·".,....<'uv ~-.,-_ ... ,,~,»-,-,oJ.=>"•YH-.-·• .,• ,. ,_. ·.· ,· , . .,. 
tions, . could .be an instrument for improving working ccmditi~ns-~ 
<--"·· ·_ .. ·'£,, .. "··,c. ·_ ·-·"'· '·"" · ·· ._._,: · ,._ -~, ·,_.,,c·,_ .• , -"•"~""'""-·'•"·--,-·.-,. •. ,.·,,+Y•,.~ ,.,,::,xs.;e·,·/;;,._,"'"'·''~•? .... c.,u··.·,-.. ;;.v.,·:-·:;,,, .. 7.~~.2.--.~r,c,; .. 7V,7 !?_:,·,i ·•·-.~r-.fPo ,.«.;,,,,--; .. ~~ ... ~, r,.,;c,.,,_<-,,,;T'" ,.-,--s 
The nurses were asked to give their opinion as to what would be the 
~~ ,--, ~~-·==· ,.--· .,-..-.~.-.-.•·,-,·s.o,----'C"'-""- ····.,·"~·"""''" ';•.,;:...,,,,.;.••,·,·· • - ·•S>•. ':i ,.,- ·······-··. < 
gre_~~-'=--~~- ~ir:i:gle impr:c,":-~'.:~:".~'~:X:~.T.,~.~~<5,tered nurse~ Jp l:11~ ~ll,9spi t?l... Al-
though 74 nurses felt they were not qualified to give an answer, 23 per 
cent of the nurses responding felt that more individual patient care was 
Ol.'.n ~,v•~v,.,,_,L 
of primary importance, Seventeen per cent felt that better communica- - .• ~. ··,;; 
""'=-~""",."""?·'C!~.;-:,-,,~-,EC._~""-c::~-~~-,w,l'l':"'"'· re,,)L Lr~ t·" V}r 
~iO~§ would be the greatest single improvement; whereas 16 per cent 
indicated higher wages. Less paper work; improved working hours; more 
---·--~-=c-.,..,--«••-• ••"•= ,-,._,-..-~ ~N•--,-O,>.· ~ ·.,•,~, 
registered nurses; and in-service education were others chosen fre-
quently. 
Each nurse was asked to indicate what she felt was the most im-
portant characteristic of the degree nurse and of the diplom;i nurse, 
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There was a significant difference in the responses given, by type of 
certificate, to the most important characteristic of the degree nurse; 
68 per cent of the diploma nurses felt that lack of practical experience 
---._._.__"· ,.-... .;:,,,_,_,, __ =';,.>=~-,y-,.~-;--,·-.z.=:.-====""="""' 
was the most important characteristic, whereas 41 per cent of the degree 
nurses indicated "education .. liberal enough in related fields" as the 
most important characteristic of the degree·nurse. There was also a 
to the same question (Table.I), The majority of the women in the· 20...;35, 
.....__...,._==-""w.,.=--.~-~>::v= """"=-,»--:rc,•;--,-.•.,"'C"t<-·-~~C~""i7,C1c....,·:.,,__;;.,·v_.-"'Y>'-••-'~~~,:--·,.,,., i..._ ___ _..y,.,..,,,.,.,,. ____ .• , -...-~,,_,...,_, =:-·r--......... ,~-.,~,. ·"·-~-----,.,~-, = 7 c'-·"""'-" 
36-50, and 51-65 age groups indicated they felt that lack of practical 
·-··- ···-'~-··--'"_,,~-,--·,··•'-'""'-"·"""''·"''"''-""'"-'''"-«··"<:·.,..,.,,-,,,,,.0.a:,c,1.·.- .. ,,-,J•'c . .•. ,.:.: ~ -~ ,.:., •,,-',>\ ;-;-.~,,-,.·,,,-".C·--·~-:.,,,~~-._.,::; c,a·:···.,· ~,-~_cc; -.~.::-,-... '-'i"-"''''·"---c:,, ..,,,,., .• ,.,c=--,o-~Oc,c•;:,-,,,,·,·=··-;:;.-_:,:.cc._.---'c-,-.~"',_...-",--->--•---~- '-..-<.-a,=a,.-c--,a,·"'""' 
experi_~rn::.~,.~as the most important cl:i~:r?c:teristic of the degr~~ ll:'=1.rse; 
•,c.;·;·.,..~ ·--. '--=~;·.,·, .. -.. -;-~ ·, .. ,-;-i,cC!s.ts,-:,(:__;.-:-c;Cc·':'.•''""'"·:·,,,,,.,, ___ •.•.•. ,/. ·· ··' · _ .. · ·- "-"·.·,- ··-··a,·.~ ··~-.,c-c..c·, -.-.-.-.-.-,·-:· .. •·· .. ,,.,., ... ,--:·;;·· .• ,·,-, ... , .... , ' - · ..... , ,_ "·''"·'---""' 
the r_:.:~~~nsE:s. ()~, those 66 years old an.d over-_';:".~!~ .~gst:::rJbuted e'7~n~y 
among "task oriented"; "patient oriented''; and,}'educa.t,icmal liberal 
-- · .... - .. •· ' · ·······•c~-:.····,-,c,;:~=:;··--- '" 
~......... ,,·· ., •.• - J." -· '"'~'"-· ••. ~ 
enough in related fields," There was no significant difference, however, 
• ... ~-....<• ,d a..s·,·->,,~,.-~,.,,_; 
between the responses, by type of certificate or by age, to the most 
important characteristic of the diploma nurse (Table I). · Sixty-five 
per cent of the respondents felt the most important characteristic of 
the degree nurse was her lack of practical experience; 34 per cent felt 
the most important characteristic of the diploma nurse was enough prac-
tical experience, When asked if they felt there is friction between 
d~-~E'::.-~Ei=l_g:µ 9_~~s and diploma graduat:~'- 58 per cent said "yes," whereas 
42 per cent said "no, 11 Responses· to(~ht~\question differed significantly 
'"·-"·~-.J 
by age group (Table I), In both· the 20-35 year age group and the 66 .,,, 
years and over age group the responses to this question were 50 per 
cent "yes" and 50 per cent "no." In the 36-50 year age group, however, 
68 per cent felt there is no friction, whereas 32 per cent felt there 
is; 55 per cent of those in the 51-65 year age group felt there is no 
friction, whereas 45 per cent felt there·is, Thirty-eight per cent of 
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the nurses indicated that the beginning nurse should have a diploma; 
27 per cent felt a diploma and baccalaureate should be obtained; and 
19 per cent felt a combination of diploma, baccalaureate, and associate 
degree would be most useful. There was a significant difference, how-
ever, between the responses to this question and the type of certificate 
held, as shown in Table I. Thirty-nine per cent of the diploma nurses 
felt the beginning nurse should have a diploma; 26 per cent of the di-
ploma nurses felt both the diploma and baccalaureate were necessary. 
Thirty-five per cent of the degree nurses felt. the beginning nurse 
should have a baccalaureate degree, whereas 24 per cent felt the begiQ-
ning nurse should have a diploma. 
The nurses were asked to irtdicate their monthly salary, whether 
working full or part-time. Only 5.6 per cent received less than $100, 
due in all cases to part-time work; 12 per cent fell in the $100-$200 
bracket; 6,3 per cent fell in the $201-$300 bracket; 6 per cent were in 
the $301-$400 bracket; 16.5 per cent fell in the $401-$500 bracket; 
28.2 per cent indicated they were in the $501-$600 bracket; 16.5 per 
cent fell in the $601-$700 bracket; 4.6 per cent were in the $701-$800 
bracket; 2.8 per cent were in the $801-$900 bracket; and 1.4 per cent 
indic~ted they received over $900. 
in monthly income by county as well as by type of certificate (Table I). 
~-.,> ~.~··,,M_.,- ="'·'"''-'-,·.,."·'·ViC•• .. ,,'-.,fO,C..-'< ,;_ .. 
,:,~·'.:.··r.~:.~:,;'.!<;;,-,_,_....,,_,; 
Fifty per cent of the nurses in Major County fell in the $401-$500 
bracket; 47 per cent of the nurses in Payne County fell in this same 
bracket; 33.3 per cent of the nurses in Stephens County indicated they 
received less than $100, which was due to part-time work, and 33.3 per 
cent fell in the $401-$500 bracket; 30 per cent of the nurses in Tulsa 
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County fell in the $501-$600 bracket, and 18 per cent fell in the $601-
$700 bracket. Tulsa County was the only county in which a nurse indi-
cated she received over $900, and only four of the nurses responding 
from that county indicated this amount. None of the nurses in Major 
County indicated they received less than $100; 10 per cent of the nurses 
in Payne County fell in this category; and 5 per cent of the nurses in 
Tulsa.County received less than $100. 
The major differences in monthly income by type of certificate were 
found in the highest and lowest income levels: 94 per cent of the 
nurses receiving less than $100 were diploma nurses whereas 75 per cent 
of those receiving over $900 were degree nurses. It should be pointed 
out, however, that the largest number in all cases fell in the $501-$600 
income bracket: 28 per cent of the degree nurses fell in this category 
as well as 28 per cent of the diploma nurses; the one nurse responding· 
with an associate degree also fell in this category. The median monthly 
~,.,....-,.._,.,.,,..~·=·"=-,..,., --~ 
salary was approximately $450. 
Registered Nurses Practicing Nursing 
(~) 
The majority of the registered nurses participating in this survey 
"want to keep up with current trends;" "love 
included such things as: l ~ 
the work; 11 and "security. ,J / i. 
Ther_~"W.c,1 .. §~i;t.iii$!l!Jf.c§l_l]t .clftt~X.~I:1£~ !n the responsl:!_:f:;p this questioij by 
" - .,, - "" ' ···"· · ,•,' •· ·'" ,· •>~.<""'-"'\.'.iO~'''-<~ .~:-,•;_;,,,,:-. -. • ·.-.· ._·· .• ·• _- : __ ··.;. •_•,1) ,_ .. ' , • . ,.. 
marital status and whether the nurse did or did not have children (Table 
1
...,_,....,,._.,-,:,··.c··,· ,,~,~-·.,.-,.•'"-o>••·c,·,,.~--,~,-.,e-~c"'.~- •·, • ., :•.··, ~; ·,c 
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III). Forty-six per cent of the single respondents said they practiced 
nursing because of financial :requirements, and 29 per cent said they 
realized the need for their services; 30 per cent of those married said 
23 
they wished to supplement their family's income, and 24 per cent said 
they realized the need for their services. Of those who had children, 
28 per cent indicated they wished to supplement their family's income, 
and 21 per cent said they realized the need for their services. Of 
those who did not have children, 39 per cent said they practiced nQrsing 
because of financial requirements, and 28 per cent said they realized 
the need for their services~ 
TABLE II 
* REASONS FOR PRACTICING NURSING, PERCENTAGE RESPONSE 
To Have a 
Supplement Desire Prefer to Realize the 
Financial Family to Help Keep Need for 
Requirements Income the Sick Occupied My Services 
24 .5 23.7 11.9 13.3 22.7 
* Figures do not add to 100.0 due'to rounding. 
Other 
4.0 
When asked how long they planned to continue nursing, 45 per cent 
indicated this was "unknown." Twenty per cent said "as- long as work· is 
available;" 10 per cent indicated from 6 to 10 years; 9 per cent indi-
cated 1 to 5 years; and 8 per cent indicated 11 to 15 years. Percent-
ages in other categories were negligible. 
Fifty-five per cent of the working registered nurses were employed 







Type of Certificate 
Like· Most About 
Nursing 




SELECTED CHI SQUARES FOR ACTIVE REGISTERED NURSES 
' . 
Per Cent Spent Area of Reasons for Length of 
on Child Care Nursing Practicing , Continuation 
x2 * x2 2 x2 df LS df LS x df LS df LS 
49 .5327 24 ** 117. 7392 72 ** 69.7079 63 NS 
8.3499 9 NS 
77 .6589 20 ** 
14. 7244 5 ** 




x2 df LS 
14.7661 21 NS 
· 12.3122 15 NS 
35 .1407 33 NS 
Note: For an explanation of Chi Square, see Appendix C. LS* - Level of Significance; *Significant at 




as 10 per cent in doctors' offices; and 8 per cent were employed as 
private duty nurses. Five per cent were employed by nursing homes; and 
3 per cent were employed in industrial nursing as well as 3 per cent in 
public health nursing. Fewer nurses were employed in nursing education 
than in any other area. Four per cent indicated "other" and most often 
specified ins ti tut ions for children and the mentally ill .. · Mont~ly in-
c ~~~If, ~!.~4. s 1 &>! ~~C'!!ct lx_,~i_th •• ~C-~1'-~". t_ t.?. r~=-~ .. o £ • nursing e'.'.'~1~~;';! t J · 
as shown in Table III. The highest monthly income was reported by those 
employed by nursing homes; 7.1 per cent received over $900; 29 per cent 
fell between $401 and $600. Forty-four per cent of the nurses employed 
in industrial nursing were in the $501-$600 category, and 33 per cent 
were in the $601-$700 category; 44 per cent of the public health nurses 
fell in the $501-$600 category, and 22 per cent fell in the $701-$800 
category; 44 per cent of the nurses employed in doctor's offices were 
in the $401-$500 bracket, and 30 per cent were in the $50i-$600 bracket; 
43 per cent of those in nursing education fell in the $601-$700 bracket, 
and 29 per cent fell in the $701-$800 bracket; 35 per cent of those in 
school nursing fell in the $401-$500 category, and 31 per cent fell in 
the $501-$600 category; 30 per cent of the private duty nurses fell in 
the $501-$600 bracket and 20 per cent of them fell in the $801-$900 
category; and 27 per cent of those employed by hospitals fell in the 
$501-$600 category, whereas 18.4 per cent fell in the $100-$200 bracket 
as well as 18.4 per cent in the $601-$700 bracket. Eighty-nine per cent 
of the nurses preferred the area they were working in. 
As mentioned in Chapter I, four hospitals were included in this 
survey. Twenty per cent of the working registered nurses indicated they 
were employed by one of these four hospitals. Of these, 80 per cent 
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were employed by St. John's J:lospital, Tulsa; 11 per cent were employed 
by Stillwater Municipal Hospital; 5 per cent were employed by Medical 
Center Hospital, Inc., Duncan; and 4 per cent were employed by Fairview 
Hospital. Several nurses employed by hospitals chose not to name their 
employer. 
The shifts generally worked by these nurses were divided fairly 
equally, with the e;x:ception of the night shift: 28 per cent worked the 
7 a.m,-3 p,m. shift; 21 per cent worked from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; 19 per 
cent worked on a part-time basis; 19 per cent worked the 3 p,m.-11 p.m. 
shift; and 13 per cent worked the 11 p.m.-7 a.m. shift. Fifty per cent 
generally worked 40 hours per week. 
Of those who had children, 40 per cent indicated that help was not 
needed to take care of the children during the nurses' working hours; 
27 per cent indicated their husband took care of the children; 13 per 
cent required a babysitter; 8 per cent took their children to a nursery; 
and 5 per cent indicated a grandparent took care of their children. In 
a few cases a friend or the oldest child took care of thE? children. The 
per cent spent on child care ranged from Oto 33 per cent of the nurses' 
monthly paycheck. The majority of the nurses indicated that they spent 
appro;x:imately 10 per cent. There was a significant difference between 
--....___~~--------=·.,.....~""----~--._,__-,---~ .... ~-,..,. .......... -..___,.,....,.__.._~""""'-·,,,,,_-..._~-=--"'-= 
{!lOnthly income and per cent spent on child_J;;;are (Table HI), This dif-
"'"··-·------~----------·-··-···~----~------··-----.~-----------~-.. ~---··· ..... ----··--·-:., ••. _,.. __ ~~---~····--···~·-·-"'·~·-~- ""-'-,.,'--='"""" 
ference is explained by the fact that of the two respondents who indi-
cated they earned more than $700 a month, one indicated she spent from 
30 to 35 per cent on child care; the other indicated she spent 10 to 19 
per cent. This causes the chi square to be misleading. 
Each. of the working registered nurses was asked to rank a given 
.,. --- .. __ ,. ., __ ,, -···---·-····-----·-----. -~·-' 
list of possible solution~ to the shortage problem 
.. --,······-·· ·····J ;tf ~:~~··: ·· st~t,vb,7pr ··· in Oklahoma in the 
~-~--,_,_..---· 
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order of their importance. Table IV lists the possible alternative 
answers and the per cent selecting them as their first, second, or third 
choice •. As the table shows, "Raise salaries" was selected by most. of 
; 
the nurses most often as both a first and second choice; "Employer pro-
vide child.care for children during mother's working hours for a nominal 
fee" was selected most often as the third choice. In all cases, the 
nurses chose "Arrange hospital shifts so that available help,could be 
utilized;" "Raise s·alaries;" "Delegate paper work to ward clerks or 
secretaries so that nurses can perform nursing duties and supervise 
nursing functions;" and "Help more students attend nursing school or 
universities with nursing programsllmost frequently. · "Employer provide 
care for children during mother's working hours for a nominal fee" was 
selected frequently enough to warrant consideration also. 
~~~~---~~~~~~~,.....-.-~ 
Inactive Registered Nurses ( 3) 
Of major concern with respect to inactive nurses are the reasons 
for their not practicing. "Family needs" was indicated most frequently 
as the reason for leaving nursing and as the reason for not practicing 
nursing at the time of the survey. As Table V shows however,.there 
_7....,_:'.,- __ ·. · ... :·· ·._._ 
was a significant difference between the responses to whether "hours" 
··. ·.;,·:·.-.:.:-:.:·,-,,,7.,);J,i""c:··.,_; 
were or were not a reason for leaving for those not working in nursing, 
.... ,, ...... ,,.,...-,,-~--,--- ._ ..... ____ , •.. ,.·,, .. :.' .. -.. :·- _.,, ... ,,,,_., ___ , ·.·7·'.,_ .. -~--:·:-... , ,,:,. 
nor seeki~g.~w.PJQYm~.P.t .. A,.P J:lY,f,S.~J:lg.,,.,,, Eighty-four per cent said that 
_,..,.. ·-·· 
"hours" were not the reason for their leaving. There was also a si.g-
nificant difference between the responses to whether lllow salary" was 
~ ........... _., .... 
or was not a reason for. teaying for those :not ~.O!'_~_;.BLil!=llYX..§!Il.K, _nor ----------------,-.,..= ==~,.....,r,a= ,.,. . ...,~.,·.·-.':,'.·~--.,.M~,.=O,,'i",",;C:,,•-..·.,-.~, -,"-•• -------=··•-··"'•- • • -·---~--:-..?,:"~ 
seeking employment in nursing. Eighty-seven per cent said that ''low 
--~~~~~.::,;.-:a:e.c=;:,:<">'-':;~;,,-,o:.:,,,. .•. _m_._~. 
salary" was not a reason for their leaving. 
TABLE IV 
* PER CENT OF WORKING REGISTERED NURSES SELECTING ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS TO 
THE SHORTAGE OF REGISTERED NURSES IN OKLAHOMA 
AS A FIRST, SECOND, QR THIRD CHOICE, 1968 
Alternative Answers 
(a) Employer provide care for children during 
mother's working hours for a nominal fee 
(b) Arrange hospital shifts so that available 
help could be utilized 
(c) Raise salaries 
(d) Delegate paper work to ward clerks or secre-
taries so that nurses can perform nursing 
duties and supervise nursing functions 
(e) Help more students attend nursing school or 
universities with nursing programs 
(f) Attract more men into the profession to 
stabilize the work force 
(g) Improve-working conditions by replacing obsolete 
equipment with more advanced technological aids 
(h) Relieve nurses of lesser skilled duties 
(i) Provide more actiye in-service education for 
nurse assistants 






































SELECTED CHI SQUARES FOR INACTIVE REGISTERED NURSES 
: ....... _. --,· "·-"'""' ~--~-___.,., 
Not Working in Nursing, 
nor Seeking Employment Hours Preferred Worked 
Variables 
x2 * x2 df LS df LS 
Reason for Leaving-
Health • 2111 2 NS 
vkeason for Leavi,ng-
/Hours 5 .4241 2 * 4.8000 3 NS .; 
Reason for Leaving-
Low Salary 7.5099 2 ** 
Reason for Leaving-
Husband Opposed 2.8309 2 NS 
Reason for Leaving~ 
Family Needs 2.0857 2 NS 3.6916 3 NS 
Reason for Leaving-
Child Care Expense .9071 2 NS 7.5862 3 * 
Reason for Leaving-
Retired .6609 2 NS 
Note: For an explanation of Chi Square, see Appendix C. LS* -
Level of Significance; *Significant at the .05 level; **Significant at 
the .01 level; NS - Not Significant. 
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Thirty-two per cent of the nurses had not worked.as a registered 
nurse for pay from· 1 to 11 months; 36 per cent had not worked from·. l to 
5.years; 11 per cent had not worked from 6 to 10 years; and 21 per cent 
had not worked for over 10 years. 
The nurses were asked how many hours per week they would prefer to 
work if they did return to nursin&· Fifty-four per cent said less than 
20 hours per week; 24 per cent said 21-39 hours per week; 18 per cent 
said 40 hours per week;. and 3 per cent specified other preferences. 
When asked what time of day or night they could report for duty, 76 per 
cent preferred daytime hours. 
Fifty-one per cent indicated that if they returned to nursing, they 
would return to hospital nursing; 16 per cent wou;l.d return to a doctor's 
office; and 14 per cent preferred school nursing. Percentage figures in 
other categories were negligible. Thirty-one per cent chose-to return 
to these areas because of the skills required; 22 per cent noted the 
opportunities available; 19 per cent indicated "hours" as the reason 
for their choice; 10 per cent said location was the main reason; 1.5 
per cent indicated financial reasons; and 16 per cent indicated "other." 
Eighty-three per cent of the inactive registered nurses had not been 
employed in another occupation since leaving nursing employment. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
·~ C Th~x.~tJ.•£1'.!0,.!~~-EJlJ;.I~ .. .lli!!;J;l,eipaU.~•, su;rv•-Y· """' 
~;~!?~JD-,n,n:,sing) Thf.!!. t'!.1:1?.~.~:U,• A~a L~e.Ait.11t!'L .. t:h•Y. 
seek to provide public ~ery;ic~,- 1:!l!d,,,.,Ji,~t~.the.,s.am.e,"time,, ;pl;'.oyi$1.e f.g,: _their 
~,-....-,.,.,,..-.-·~;·•C,!! .. ,y;:;. !,? ·•;<;;'"/.~,::~···,. ··, ., .• ,. i. ~.,F,-· :.:..i~,:.;,;~-· , • . . .. .. . . ·" .. e •. • • • 
own families. They represent a segment of society whose.role is a:n 
essential one in nearly all health services but whoseit;l:are has not 
I~ t~-c/ ¥" G"t 
been the subject of much public concern. "-This is a paradox becauset! 
seems rather obvious that the best way to stimulate interest in nursing 
careers and therefore serve an urgent need for more nurses is·to keep 
--==~---~ 
th~alj.~fi,tl. both,J?X!>i..!'J'.SionaUy .an~. •conomico.111 It should be re-
membered that nursing is a unique?occupation because of the demands 
('~ 
made upon those devoted to it. r~-~rses are responsible for the· lives of 
their "clients," whereas this is rarely the· case· in other occupations] 
The utilization of registered nurses in Oklahoma clearly depends 
------·--· ..... --· ... ~~ ... ~.~-~--- . "''?..,._,.,.._, ~ ......... --.....• ··•,,,• .... , ·, .. ,-.... _,. . •. ., ..• , ., .. .,. ••.• _,., . ., 
upon employment 91!.129.!J=~ll.!!lt:LE:!! which are certainly not limited; marital ---~------···-.,··--"~·-% - . .,, .... ----------.... -.... ---···· .. -·- --···-··------,.---·-- ..................... ---·. ---~------~ 
status; ag/;. family responsibilities; salary; administrative duties; 
__ ._.,._,_,_,_ •.. ~-~-•-••,_.-,.-.-~,,·H•·,,•-"·•"•J·•-.••·•~-,-·-·-··•~ '• • •• • •• •••• •" -~ _,.,_...........,.,. • ·- ~-. ·.• ", • • • · ••. , >-··• •• •.··,•·,'<.., .. ·,•.">, 
and hours. Although ,:nany of the nurses participc;tting in this research 
--··-··,...............,....,,,.,_... 
the employer dur- ~// effort feel the pro~ision of fi;:I"ia-~·;;;f·~~~i~ties -hy 
,,,._.-,, ••V.-- - •• -. •••• ,__,. ; - •.• •"· ·"·- ""'" ,.,,, ·.~ •.•· "-.~· •. , ;,·• ·.:- --,~ • .. , •. J~::..--.. -.1.•,.'i"l.'<".,.•.-,"<,.-,,;--~~--, •. -,.·,;-'j!<.,;,,-;.m·r~,-.,..-.··,,..· ....... ,,._-. •-"> "-:.•.:., v.-."-''>f 
. /' \ 
ing the mothers' working hours might help alleviate the shortage, 1-f.ew.; 
, .. ..,. .. · 
' / 
indicate tha,t child-care expenses take a major portion of t_heir monthly ../ 
~.......,-~-...... ------·--.... .-,-.······-·· - .... :r._,., __ .:-·::,,-,-:r:-,.· .. --· ... : .• :, .. · .. ,. 
income or caused them to leave nursin~. 
---.. -......... .,..,.,_.,....::r~-·.U.-" ... ·.~.,, ..... - .• •-.~---·,.... - • -----·.:-.. -"'"· -··, .,-. ,, ·:~. : ..... . , ... ~··-.,·.":'.:.r-'-'· ·-· 





/\ not keep the wife from working, ,, Monthly inc~e'1differs by type of 
\ ,;,,.k~.;·Jt;.,;::c.>Q1;,:;,~:;.,;.-r:t:·11"J$:'.'~r,-::,.,.,.,-:Mc"',~~...:'..t t;,«:')'.·::-~ --~r..,...~,. ~,.,..~., 
certificate and can be said, therefore, to be a facter .in the utiliza-
tien of registered nurses. Also, very few nurses indicate·that they 
,,:.-.~-~--"~"·-~--~ .•'. " ,,- .. ~, .. ..,, 
left nurr;;ing,because they needed fefresher co~rses 
'-, .. ,,,.,--.-·.· ·"' -- ' .... -.- ......... ~. Training in.other 
fields does not prevent nurses.from working·in nursing. Thus, my second 
research questien, regarding the factors underlying the utilization of 
r~-gistered nurses . in Oklahoma, can be said to be· answered. in part. 
~~;~~';.~~'~v~e~•'.'!LE>,~4!!~~;:'.r;.~~2~=~£!~~~~~"-~~~:_::~~a'.;!:~' 
and \perhaps ·improvements·· in these areas would serve to. increase beth 
....._ ~ "~-'""'"'="-=,.?:>=..::i=i<~~-~..,-...:..-....--.~=_,,.-...-=·~,;_x:.,--,,.;,.;,;.~:;.-:;.,-~-:::-.~...:;.-.c.·-:-~~.;:".:::-;;;:;•:;,c;::ce_.:-:,.,,=:.-;..--:-_:-=...:--.,.=-=<:·.:"··:;:._·=:('.:;:C..;;;..-_."'=;:::::::;,-:-.;-..,--::;:-.::.. · .. -:::-, .. ·-., 
~ails,LagJ;:J__qg,_ . .Qf ,.~2__r_king_ r_~-g~_st~!'e~-- nu~§e~,~~e~--E~.E: ~~~~=r of !()llilg __ _ 
pe~~le.=SPI_l_!2;~~~-rin~ 1:1~r~~~~:.-~~~!~~-~~ -.) 
__ ,./ 
My fi!st research question as to whether part-time employll!,ent weuld 
help-bridge the gap between the demand for and the supply of nurses is 
I-,::_, - . • 
"'.l"'answered in that the vast majority of inactive nurses. indicate that if 
'J"" 0-.<e--~''--' \"'-'V'-s';JwA, fx:_, Cl. ~,·VJJl.fa..1..-.. 
,--,,..-......,,,.,, 
they did choose to ret~rn, they would de so pnly on a part-time basis.,\"' 
Secondly,,working registered nurses select "Arrange hospital shifts so 
that available qualified help may be utilized!' as their first choice to 
alleviate the shortage 20 per cent of th~ time. 
~ resu]..t.§.,_9J_this __ survE;y,l.ead ~ me ,_t,o,t~':, cor1:_l~.~~~1:1 __ that mast 
· · · .~.« ,.,..,._ .... N,,,~.-...,-7 ··-·we ... ·_-;,,,,,.. 
nurses who have chosen to leave nursing will never return on a full-time 
,~.,~~~~,~-"""'--~·•-,"·""--,,·.-><-'•""'e,·•-, .... ,.~ .. · '- .,· •··3.'"."•'"' • ., ·'·"~ ... ,·v•,.,,.,,,- '·'-•··Y.•.- --... ,,. ,.-.~·-·"'- ---•.-,,,,.• .. -· •. -·,, .•. ~,--•.,·•" ,/ 
basis, unle~s economically required to do so. Although many registered 
...-----.-·-·· 
nurses are graduated each year, the problem expresses itself in terms 
of a shortage of nurses actually working in nursing. I cannet effer 
any simple answers because anyone who attempts ta investigate the 
nursing profession will find that there are none. 
Recommendations 
As indicated in Chapter III, some nurses pr~fer one path to the 
solution of the shortage, while others choose different ones •. There 
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is certainly no single route •. Based.on the information gathered in this 
study, I would .like to make the following recommendations: 
·l. The preparation for a nursing career should beginin 
high schools. An educational program initiated in high 
schools covering all aspects of careers in the health 
field wo~ld enable young people to learn of the employ-
ment opportunities and the education required • 
. _.,.. _ _,..,.,, .: - - . . ·.· .. , ··- -· ~. ,.,_ .. , .... ''.,:'. .,. ~- ' ',.:;·~- " , 
-. • d '/ - _,,., ~ ' 
2, If a task analysis. indicated such an arrangement was 
feasible in terms of job performance and efficient 
,,,.,.-. 
allocation of resources,{ hospital shifts should be 
~. /,1/ vvf . 
help could be . arranged such that available qualified 
"'>«-..,.! ..... ,, ...... 
· 1· d ) Utl. l.Ze • /'' .,,.. 
Hospitals should provide 24-hour child-care facilities 
"' for the children of t~eir employees at a nominal fee:_) 
4. Registered nurses should reclassify themselves. There 
are three different. types of programs which award the 
registered nurse certificate. The training received 
diffe1;s between programs, and salary differs once 
training is completed •. Eli Ginzberg has suggested 
that inthe future graduates of two-and three-year 
nursing programs be called "technicians."1 Such a di.s-
tinction would eliminate much of the friction between 
diploma and degree nurses. 
5. Further study should be undertaken regar4ing the role 
r \ 
of\collective bargaining_fn the nursing profession. 
\,. 
A group effort to solve economic problems such as low 
salaries and poor working conditions might serve to 
make the field more attractive, and therefore, bring 
and hold more qualified people. 
6. The health services industry, and therefore.:.JI pursi11&, 
.m_ust sompete with other ·occupations and should__. then, 
bftytr11c_9:1red as vj,rtually all other_ comp~J;.itive in-
dustries are: individuals should be able to move up 
the occupational.ladder without constantly being faced 
with rigid licensing requirements. 
34 
The problem of the efficient utilization of nursing personnel must') 
""' 
be approached carefully. The_y3blic _should_be _ made. __ aware _:?f _5;'•. sho~t- j 
age. of nurses and what this means in terms of future health care . 
• !!"''"_,......,., ____ ........ -.,,. · , "··•· "···. ··. • .. )., -.--7 .'.$". • .. ~ •.•••..• ,,,, ... : --·-";"""'~ -·-·:·"1···· ·.,:.:-,,., ·- .... ·, ~q.,, .. ,.:i1, ... ____ ,~l~~-Vi.7{i[.""~--... ·· 




done about it. Nurses have a tendency to want to solve all their prob- I 
lems on their own. The shortage problem, however, concerns all of us. )\ 
-...,.,,.....,,,.,,.,._.~,~·.,.-"~···q~'"\~'l..'>.,7..,,,, .;..4,,·;~.7'.(',"~ i.:-· ._.,,..,, ·~( · · ··sv ·s~!i:Y: •\"t ,,·-;;•,,, ,·.• ·· ·• ' .,.,.:.·.·'·:':h'.':,·1,v.~.-~;~•";"!r:~,-,.'f'-'.·":'9':"''':vt"··.,.t•a:-C:~~·:.:,:f':",;,:~ 
Itus solution will require a cooperative ~ffort on the part of the · 
. .._ ,.. · ........ , ..... ,..,.,>,,..,,....,_ ...... ''!!"•~ ~· ,~,· .· '"". , .............. ···'· .,.. . ' .. · .. ··' .. ' ··-.·.~., ,,, • ··:· .. : ' .... ·1r. . ........ ,. 
1Patric.ia D. Horgan, 11ls Nursing Really a Profession?" :RN 
(Oradell: R. N. Publications, Inc., 1960) in Bonney BuHough and Vern 
Bullough, ~ in Nur~inE: Selected Readings (New York: Springer 
Publishing Company, Inc.., 1966), p. 58. 
l ,/ 
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public, academici,,~!:.~.s!,,"~·~5:~?r~.' -~,~~,P~,:~.1 admi~.~s~r.8,~~~.~},,~~?. ,~.~?~:,,.~_1.J,?.? /.· 
nurses Only then may we hope to eq~ilibrate the demand for and the --::Y 
supply of registered nurses. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE COVER LETTER 
October 10, 1968 
Dear Registered Nurse: 
I am a graduate student in ecsnomics and presently a Manpower Fellew at 
the Manpower Research and Training Center at Oklahoma State University. 
I am especially,interested in the utilization of women in the labor 
force, and the medical profession appears to be in need of all types of 
manpower, especially women. 
I am confident that you are aware of the shortage of registered nurses 
in Oklahoma and throughout the nation. My masters thesis focuses upon 
this problem. I am working with four counties in the state. These 
range from.rural to urban counties and include a college cemmunity. 
From the-information I have gathered from interviews and correspondence, 
along.with the response to the questionnaire att~ched, I hope to deter-
mine how wo~en can be utilized as registered nurses·in Oklahoma in a 
way which will be most beneficial to them as well as to the medical pro-
fession and the public. 
The attached questionnaire will take approximately fifteen minutes to 
complete. All information is confidential, as names are of no concern 
in my research. I will appreciate your answering the·questionnaire 
and returning.it in the enclosed envelope at your earliest possible 
convenience. Thank you for your time and interest. 
Sincerely, 
(Mrs.) Donna Martin 
Enclosures 
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REGISTERED NURSE UTILIZATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
I. ALL REGISTERED NURSES 
A. PERSONAL DATA 
1. What is your original hometown? _______________ _ 
2. Mark the county that you reside in now. 
1) Major 3) Stephens 
2) Payne 4) Tulsa 
3. What is your marital status? 
1) Single 3) 
2) Married 4) 
4. Do you have any children? 
Separated 
Divorced 
1) Yes 2) No 
If yes, please circle the number of children 
Number aged 5 and under 1 2 3 
Number aged 6 to 10 1 2 3 
Number aged 11 to 15 1 2 3 
Number aged 16 and over 1 2 3 
5) Widowed 





What was your age at your last birthday? _____________ _ 
7. 
· Which of the following 
total f!:!milx,,,,tncome? 
1) Less""'th;n $3,000 
2) $3,001 - $6,000 
3) $6,001 - $9,000 
What per cent of your 
earn? 
l) 1 - 25 per cent 
2) 26 - 50 per cent 
income brackets best indicates your yearly 
4) $9,001 - $12,000 
5) $12,001 - $15,000 
6) $15, 001 and over 
yearly total family income does your husband 
3) 51 - 75 per cent 5) None 
4) 76 - 100 per cent 
B. EDUCATIONAL TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE 
1. Where did you take your nurses's training? 
School------------------------------------
City--------------- State-----------------
2. What kind of certificate do you have in nursing? 
42 
\ 1) Diploma 3) Baccalaureate degree 
2) Associate degree 4) Masters 
5) Other 
(specify): 
3. If NO degree, have you taken? 
College courses 
1) Yes 






4. Please list any specialized fields outside the nursing curriculum 
in which you have had training. __________________________ ~--~ 
5. Do you hold a college degree in some other field '1 
1) Yes 2) No 
If yes, please specify: 
6. Please list the specialized areas in which you have worked in 
nursing in chronological order. 
WORK PATTERNS 
1. How long have you practiced nursing since graduation? 
1) O months 5) 7 - 9 years 9) 19 - 21 years 
2-) , 1 - 11 months 6) 10 - 12 years 10) 22 - 24 years 
3) 1 - 3 years 7) 13 - 15 years 11) 25 years or over, 
4) 4 - 6 years 8) 16 - 18 years 
2. Did you return to your hometown to practice nursing upon gradu-
ation? 
1) Yes 2) No 
If no, where did you practice and why?------------------------~ 
·1 .. 
' 3 • What has been your 
f / '-,graduation? 
ff '-- i)"- Continuous 
pattern of work in the nursing profession since 
,). · 2) One major 




(specify): < · interruption 
t 4. Which of the following best explains this pattern? 
1,
.1 , 1) Got married 5) Family needs 8) No major 
I 2) Had children 6) Needed a rest interruptions 
, 3) Changed occu- 7) Frequent moves 9) Other (specify): 
paiions due to husband's 
·4) Illness job 
5. Has the majority of your work life been? 
1) Full-time 2) Part-time 3) Other (specify): 
6. If you had a free choice of working when you wanted to, when 
would yoO prefer to work? ______________________________________ _ 
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What do you like most about nursing? 
1) The hours , 
2) The pay 
3) The opportunity 
to help people 
4) The professional 
training enables 
me to take better 
care of myself and 
my family 
What do you like least 
1) The hours 
2) The pay 
3) Lack of orientation 





5) Opportunity to work 
with public and be 
out of confines of 
home 
6) Other (specify): 
nursing? 
Too many demands on a nurse 
The supervisors 
Other (specify):~~~~~~~~--
What do you feel is the most important characteristic of the 
degree nurse? (Please check ONE) 
1) Task.oriented ' 4) Education not 6) Lack of 
2) Patient oriented liberal enough practical 
3) Education liberal in related fields experience 
enough in related 5) Enough practical 7) Other 
fields experience (specify): 
What do you feel is the most important characteristic of the 
diploma nurse? (Please check ONE) 
1) Task oriented 4) Education not 6) Lack of 
2) Patient oriented liberal enough practical 
3) Education liberal in related fields experience 
enough in related 5) Enough practical 7) Other 
fields experience (specify): 
5. Do you feel there is friction between.these two types of 
graduates? 
1) Yes 2) No 
If yes, what do you think is the cause and/or result of this? 
6. What type of education 
1) Diploma 
2) Baccalaureate 
3) Diploma and 
Baccalaureate 
should the beginning 
4) Associate degree 
5) Associate degree 
and Diploma 




of all three 
types 
7. Do you feel that supervisory techniques as they pertain to 
supervisor-nurse relations could be an instrtunent for improving 
working conditions? 
1) Yes 2) No 
8. In your opinion, what would be the greatest single improvement 
for registered nurses in the hospital? __________ ~~------~~-----
E. EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
~J What is your current employment st}l'~s? f·0) Working in nursing Jf 4) Not working, but seeking 
IJ'· \\2) Not working? but s:eking ,f .. 1 employment in something 
/'.,.., .. ,,. employment in nursing .·· }!: ·, .. l else 
l~)\Working at someth~r;g". ., "');;;::/[ \~)/ ~ot working and not seek-
./' /' ·. '/ e_lse ,,~.~,_.,=•'"""''"'~'· \i"1'\Si'••CcCC ,•.s·.o,,{,=, ing employment 
./1 \._,_.,.~ti· 
vf'Q)J If working, which of the following incom~ brackets best indicates 
· your monthly salary? 
1) Less than $100 
2) $100 - $200 
3) $201 - $300 
4) $301 - $400 






$501 - $600 
$601 - $700 
$701 - $800 
$801 - $900 
Over $900 
IF YOUR ANSWER TO QUESTION 1 IN PART E ABOVE IS 11 111 OR 11 211 , PLEASE ANSWER 
THE QUESTIONS UNDER PART II ONLY. IF YOUR ANSWER TO QUESTION l IN PART E 
ABOVE IS 11311 "4" OR 11511--PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS UNDER PART III ONLY. . . . ---- -- ---
II. REGISTERED NURSES PRACTICING NURSING OR SEEKING EMPLOYMENT IN NURSING 
A. REASONS FOR EMPLOYMENT AND FUTURE PLANS 
v(/:_ l"J·~.-~\ am practicing nursing mainly because: 
\....--" 1) Of financial requirements 4) 
2. 
2) I wish to supplement my 
family's income 
3) I have a desire to help 
the sick 
How long do you plan to continue 
1) 6 - 11 months 5) 
2) 1 - 5 years 6) 
3) 6 - 10 years 7) 




16 - 20 
21 - 25 
As long 
Unknown 
I would prefer to keep 
occupied 
I realize the real need 
for my services 
Other (specify): __ _ 
years 
years 
as work is available 
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B. EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 
1. I am presently employed in: 
l)i Hospital nursing 
2) Private duty nursing 
3) Industrial nursing 
4) Public health nursing 
5) School nursing 
2. Do'you prefer some other area? 
1) Yes 2) No 
6) Nursing education 
7) Doctor's office 
8) Nursing home 
9) Other (specify): 
3. If you are employed by a hospital, please indicate the name of 
the hospital on this line. 
4. The hours you generally work are: 
1) 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 3) 3 p.m. - 11 p.m. 




C'""--1 ,, ,/1 /·/ How v . 1) many hours do you work per week? Less than 20 hours ,- 3) 40 hours 
2) 21 - 39 hours 4) Other (specify): ____ _ 
C. CHILD CARE 
1. If you have children, who takes care of them while you are 
working? 
1) Husband 5) Oldest child 
2) Babysitter 6) Friend 
3) "Help not needed" 7) Nursery 
4) Grandparent 8) Other 
2. Approximately what percentage of your monthly paycheck must 
you spend for child care? 
GTHE SHORTAGE 
,,'.:.,/ 
In the boxes beside .each answer, please mark by numbering, in the 
order of their importance the statements which you feel would do 






Employer provide care for children during mother's 
working hours for a nominal fee 
Arrange hospital shifts so that available qualified 
help could be utilized 
Raise salaries 
Delegate paper work to ward clerks or secretaries so 
that nurses can perform nursing duties and supervise 
nursing functions 
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D 5) Help more students attend nursing school or universities 
with nursing programs 
D 6) 
['.] 7) 
Attract more men into the profession to stabilize the 
work force 
Improve working conditions by replacing obsolete 
equipment with more advanced technological aids 
Relieve nurses of lesser skilled duties 0 8) 
[] 9) Provide more active in-service education for nurse 
assistants 
III. REGISTERED NURSES WORKING IN SOME OTHER OCCUPATION, SEEKING EMPLOYMENT 
IN SOME OTHER OCCUPATION, OR UNEMPLOYED 
A. REASONS FOR NOT PRACTICING NURSING AND RELATED INFORMATION 
1. Why did you leave the nursing profession? (Mark one or more) 
1) Age 8) Student, receiving further 
2) Health training 
3) Hours 9) Husband opposed 
4) Low salary 10) Family nE!eds 
5) Transportation 11) Dislike nursing 
problems 12) Child-care expenses 
6) Need of refresher 13) Retired 
7) Employment opportunities 14) · Other {specify): ----
2. Which of the above answers best explains why you are not prac-
ticing nursing now? Write the number(s) on this line: 
3. How long has it been since you worked as a registered nurse for 
pay? 
1) 1 - 11 months 3) 6 - 10 years 
2) 1 - 5 years 4) Over 10 y~ars 
B. EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 
~·~ If yo~ did return to nursing 
I()' you prefer to work per week? 
l) Less than 20 hours 
practice, how many hours would 
'2) 21 - 39 hours 
3) 40 hours 
4) Other {specify): ----
2. How many hours per day could you work?------------
3. What time of day or night could you Teport for ~µty? -----
4. In which one of the following fields 
to work if you returned to nursing? 
1) Hospital nursing 5) 
2) Private duty nursing 6) 
3) School nursing 7) 
4) Public health nursing 8) 







5. Why would you choose the field indicated in question 4? 
1) Financial reason 4) Location 
2) Skills required 5) Available opportunities 
3) Hours 6) Other (specify):----
6. Since nursing employment have you been employed in another 
occupation? 
1) Yes 2) No 
If yes, what occupation? ------------------
YOUR COOPERATION IN ANSWERING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE WILL BE GREATLY APPRECIATED, 
APPENDIX C 
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EXPLANATION OF CHI SQUARE 
Chi square is an index of dispersion. It is used to test the hy-
pothesis that two or more subsamples differ in respect to observed and 
expected values; that is that the percentages in a two-dimensional table 
differ. The sampling distribution. of chi square depends upon the de-
grees of freedom in the table. The null hypothesis is a statement of 
no relationship between variables, 1 There is said to be a significant 
relationship between the variables if the probability of a larger value 
of chi square is found to be .05 or less. If; therefore, one says that 
chi square is significant at the . 05 level, this means that there is 
one chance·in twenty that the variables under consideration are not re-
lated; their correlation, therefore, is not due simply to chance. If 
chi square is significant at the .01 level, there is one chance in 100 
that the variables under consideration are not related. If the proba-
bility of a larger value of chi square is greater than .05, there is 
said to be no significant relationship between the variables. 2 
The nselected 11 chi squares in Tables I, III, and V include all chi 
squn:res that were found to be significant in the analysis;. others are 
prese.nted because i.t was felt their nonsignificance might be of interest 
to some . 
. , 
1.Mati lda Riley, Sociologi,Stl Research II, Exercises and Manual 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1963), p. 178. 
2 
R. G.D. Steel and James H. Torrie, Principles and Procedures 
of (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1960), p. 435, 
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